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Abstract

In this thesis the linear precoder which minimizes the bit error rate (BER) is derived for

block transmission systems in which zero forcing (ZF) equalization and threshold detection

are applied. Because the bit error rate for block transmission is a highly non-linear function of

the precoder parameters, its minimization has been regarded as being difficult to implement.

Therefore designers have attempted to find low BER precoders indirectly by optimizing

alternative objectives, such as minimizing the Mean Square Error (MMSE), or maximizing

the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, these precoders do not minimize the BER

directly, and it is this problem which is the subject of the thesis.

The block transmission systems considered in this thesis employ block by block processing

at the receiver, and therefore elimination of inter-block interference (IEI) is desirable. We

will design Minimum BER (MBER) precoders for two schemes which eliminate IEI, namely

zero padding (ZP) and cyclic prefix (CP). Based on the bit error rate formula derived in the

thesis, an analytic solution for the MBER precoder at moderate-to-high SNRs is derived via

a two-stage optimization process using Jensen's inequality. At moderate-to-high SNRs, the

bit error rate is a convex function of the autocorrelation matrix which is, itself, a function of

the precoder matrix because of the use of a zero-forcing equalizer. Simulations and analyses

are given to the two sets of precoders based on ZP and CP respectively to verify the optimal

precoders derived. The BER improvement of the ZP-MBER/CP-MBER precoders over

other ZP/CP precoders is substantial, and the ZP-MBER precoder is superior to the CP

MBER precoder in performance. The latter also outperforms the scheme of discrete multi

tone (DMT) with water filling power loading, and cyclic prefix orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (CP-OFDM). The CP-MBER precoder is shown to be a two-stage modification
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of the transmitting scheme for standard DMT. Firstly the water filling algorithm is replaced

by the MMSE power loading algorithm suggested in the thesis, and secondly, the power

loading is augmented by multiplication with a DFT matrix. It is shown that the CP-MBER

precoder does not require more power to transmit a cyclic prefix than the CP-OFDM or

water-filling DMT precoder.

A simple test which determines whether the SNR is high enough for our MBER precoder

design to be optimal is provided. Furthermore, methods to guarantee sufficient SNR are

suggested. One can either increase the transmitting power, or drop sub-channels and hence

avoid transmission on the sub-channels which correspond to the small eigen-values of the

channel. The MBER precoder design after dropping sub-channels is also discussed.

For the precoders which are characterized by an arbitrary unitary matrix in their solu

tions, the optimal unitary matrix which minimizes the BER is designed. Therefore, mini

mization of BER is achieved within the optimal solution set of the precoders. Applications

of the design are discussed. Simulations and analytic evaluations are presented to show the

BER improvement provided by the optimal unitary matrix.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Performance of the transmission system and pre

coding

Two important performance measures for a communication system are the transmission rate

and the bit error rate. These measures capture the efficiency/capability and reliability of

the transmission system. High transmission rate and low bit error rate are two pursuits for

communication systems. In practice the two goals may be conflicting - a higher transmis

sion rate may result in an increase in the bit error rate. The reason is that high-speed digital

communication systems require that the channel has a bandwidth large enough to accommo

date the essential frequency content of the data stream which has a broad spectrum, and the

width of this spectrum increases at higher rates. Typically, however, the channel in practical

communication systems is band-limited and dispersive, and thus introduces distortions in

the received signal. In such circumstances, one bit in a data sequence is affected by other

bits at the receiving terminal - an effect which is called intersymbol interference (lSI). Be

cause lSI causes errors in the reconstruction of the transmitted data at receiver, it is desired

to eliminate it or make it as small as possible in order to have a reliable high-speed data

transmission. Efforts to combat lSI have been made at the receiver or the transmitter, or

both. A classical technique employed at the receiver is equalization. Equalizers can be clas

sified as linear and nonlinear. The standard zero-forcing (ZF) equalizer and minimum mean

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

square error (MMSE) equalizer are linear ones, while the decision-feedback (DF) equalizer

and maximum-likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) equalizer are nonlinear ones. Non

linear equalizers can provide better performance but demand more computational budget,

while linear ones are attractive because of their simple structure and low computational cost.

Equalization can also be used at the transmitter, which has been known as pre-equalization

or precoding [13], [29J. It has been shown to be an effective technique for approaching the

capacity of high-SNR band limited channels [10], in addition to being a method to overcome

ISI.

1.2 Block transmission and precoding

Block transmission is commonly used for communicating over dispersive channels affected

by ISI [27], because it reduces the complexity of the equalization required to achieve a given

level of performance. It can also reduce the susceptibility to most forms of impulse noise [1].

Examples of block transmission include orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)

and discrete multitone (DMT) [32J. OFDM has been selected as the standard modulation

schemes for digital audio and video terrestrial broadcasting (DAB/DVB) in Europe, and

DMT [6] has been applied in wireline modems, high bit rate digital subscriber lines (HDSL)

and asymmetric digital subscriber lines (ADSL). In block transmission the transmitted data

stream is divided into consecutive blocks usually with equal size. Because the channel is

dispersive, one data block may be affected by other blocks at receiver, therefore interblock

interference (IBI) is introduced. For better reconstruction of the transmitting blocks at

receiver, it is desired to eliminate IBI. This can be realized by a precoder which introduces

a certain amount of redundancy. Fnrthermore, the precoder can be designed to achieve

various criteria of optimality such as maximum information rate, minimum mean square

error or maximum received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [27], [28]. In this thesis, the precoder

is to be designed to reach minimum BER.
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1.3 Motivation for the work

3

Because of the potential of precoders in block transmission, much attention has been given

to their optimal designs towards the two goals for communication systems, namely high

transmission rate and low bit error rate. To reach the first goal an optimal precoder is

designed by maximizing information rate or channel capacity [27]. As for the second goal,

since the minimization of the bit error rate in block transmission is difficult to deal with

due to its high nonlinearity, precoders to minimize BER directly have rarely been tackled

in the literature. However alternative criteria have been proposed such as minimizing the

mean square error at receiver, or maximizing the received SNR [28], [19]. In [28] the MMSE

precoders are designed for ZF and MMSE equalizers respectively assuming the exact channel

knowledge is available. In [19] the MMSE precoder is designed for ZF equalization under the

assumption that the exact channel information is not known but its second-order statistics

are known by the precoder. Because these precoders are not designed directly for minimizing

BER, minimum bit error rate can not be guaranteed. This motivates us to explore the

challenging problem to design the optimal precoder by minimizing BER directly.

1.4 Contributions of the thesis

The thesis focuses on the design of precoders which minimize BER for block transmission

systems in which zero-forcing equalization and threshold detection are employed. The inter

block interference (IBI) is eliminated by zero padding (ZP) or by adding a cyclic prefix (CP).

The main contributions of thesis are:

• An analytic solution for the minimum BER (MBER) precoder is derived and a simple

test for its validity is suggested.

• A flexible scheme for dropping sub-channels based on the SNR and the corresponding

MBER precoders are proposed.

• The factors that affect the BER performance of a precoder are studied and the rela

tionship of MBER precoder and MMSE precoder is revealed.
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• A comparison between the structure of the MBER precoder for CP systems and the

standard DMT precoder is provided. The extra power spent on transmitting cyclic

prefix for CP systems is also evaluated.

• For the precoders which are characterized by an arbitrary unitary matrix in their

solutions, the optimal unitary matrix which minimizes BER is derived.

1.5 Structure of the thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. The block transmission model, assumptions made in the

thesis, and the schemes to eliminate IBI are presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 explores

the MBER precoder design based on the BER formula derived. The analytic solutions are

derived for the two schemes of eliminating IBI based on the Jensen's inequality. A simple

test for the validity of the analytic solutions and ways to ensure it are described. A flexible

scheme of dropping sub-channels and the corresponding MBER precoders are proposed.

The relationship between MBER and MMSE precoders, and in particular, the comparison

between the CP-MBER precoder and the standard DMT precoder is discussed. The extra

power spent on transmitting cyclic prefix in CP-MBER, CP-OFDM and water-filling DMT

precoders are evaluated. Analytical evaluations and analyses of the BER performance of the

various schemes are given. For the class of precoders whose solutions include an arbitrary

unitary matrix, the optimal unitary matrix is designed by minimizing BER in Chapter 4,

with the applications of the design. Conclusions are provided in Chapter 5, along with the

discussion of future work. Some mathematical derivations such as the block BER formula,

complex matrix derivative, the extra power spent on transmitting cyclic prefix in CP-lVIBER

precoder are found in the Appendices.



Chapter 2

Block Transmission System

In this chapter the model for block transmission system used in the thesis and the schemes

to mitigate IEI are described.

2.1 Multirate discrete-time transceiver model

The model for the block transmission system we use in the thesis is the baseband multirate

discrete-time transmitter/channel/receiver model proposed in [28]. It is regarded as a general

baseband transmission/reception model for block transmission system because it provides

a unifying framework that encompasses not only many existing block transmission schemes

such as OFDM, DMT, but also many multiple access techniques, including time division

multiple access (TDMA), frequency division multiple access (FDMA), and code division

multiple access (CDMA).

The model is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The serial transmitting data stream is converted

to M-parallel substreams by downsampling of M. The substreams are then upsampled by

P (inserting P -1 zeros between samples) and filtered by the transmitter filterbank which is

also known as the precoder with impulse response denoted by Um(n)}, m = 0",' , M - 1.

The upsampling rate P is chosen to be greater than M, and hence redundancy is introduced

with a redundancy rate (P - M)/P. The parallel streams are converted to a serial sequence

u(n) by summing up the precoder outputs. The precoded sequence u(n) is then launched

5
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Figure 2.1: The baseband redundant multirate filter bank transceiver model

through the channel where additive Gaussian noise is present. At the receiver, downsampling

by P performs the conversion of the serial received signal to a parallel bank of signals,

each of which is then upsampled by M. The signals are then passed through the receiver

filterbank which is also referred as the equalizer with impulse response denoted by {gp(n)},

p = 0,··· ,P - 1. Because of the symmetric of up/down sampling rates at the transmitting

and receiving parts the overall rate remains unchanged. The output of the receiving filterbank

s(n) is then passed through a detector for decision.

Let the M-dimensional vectors s(n) and s(n) denote the nth transmitting and received

block respectively,

s(n) = [sO(n),sl(n), ... ,sM-l(n)f

= [s(nM), s(nM + 1),··· , s(nM + M - 1)f,

s(n) = [so(n), sl(n),··· ,sM-l(n)f

= [s(nM), s(nM + 1),··· ,s(nM + M - 1)f.

It can be shown [28] that

00 00 00 00

s(n) = L L L GjH/Fis(n -1- i - j) + L Gjv(n - j), (2.1)
i=-oo i=-oo l=-oo j=-oo
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where F; are P x M, G j are M x P, and HI are P x P matrices given by

fo(iP) h(iP) ... fM-l(iP)

fo(iP + 1) h(iP+1) ... fM-l(iP + 1)
F i =

...

fo(iP + P -1) fl(iP + P -1) ... fM-l(iP + P -1)

go(jM) gl(jM) ... gp_l(jM)

go(jM + 1) gl(jM + 1) ." gp_l(jM + 1)
Gj =

,

I ...

go(jM + M -1) gl(jM + M -1) ... gp_l(jM + M -1)

h(IP) h(IP - 1) ... h(IP-P+1)

H l =
h(lP + 1) h(IP) h(IP - P + 2)

h(IP + P - 1) h(IP + P - 2) ... h(IP)

7

(2.2)

(2.3)

(24)

with Um(n)}, m = 0,··· , M - 1, being the impulse response of the precoder, {gp(n)},

p = 0,'" , P - 1, the impulse response of the receiver, h(n) the impulse response of the

channel, and v the noise vector oflength P.

2.2 Inter-block interference

Eq (2.1) indicates that the nth received block s(n) contains components of not only the

current transmitted block s(n), but other blocks s(n - 1), s(n - 2),· .. as well, due to the

dispersive nature of the channel. The contribution made by these additional blocks is called

inter-block interference (IBI). To better analyze IBI, we make the following assumptions

about the model,

AI) The channel is a slowly varying FIR channel of order at most L, with h(O) # O. Slowly

varying means that the channel does not change within the transmission of one block.

In other words, the channel is linear time invariant (LTI) in one block duration.
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A2) The parameters M, and P are chosen such that P = M + L.

8

A3) The transmitter filters {fm(n)}, m = 0,··· , M - 1, are of order at most P, and the

receiver filters {gp(n)}, p = 0,··· , P - 1, are of order at most M.

From Assumption A3), we have

r, = { r;
for i = 0

0, otherwise

c, = { Go
for j = 0

0, otherwise.

Also, from Assumption AI) and A2), since P > L, the IEI due to the channel entails no

more than two successive blocks. The nth received block s(n) can be expressed as a function

of the current transmitting block s(n), the previous block s(n -1) and noise, such that

s(n) = GoHoFos(n) + GOHIFos(n -1) + Gov(n), (2.5)

where F o is P x M, Go is M x P, H o and HI are P x P matrices obtained from Eq (2.4) by

having I = 0, 1 respectively. The first term in the right side of Eq (2.5) contains the desired

block, and the latter two terms, which are inter-block interference and noise interference

respectively, are not desired because they cause errors in the reconstruction of the desired

block at the receiver. The IEI in Eq (2.5) can be mitigated if GOHIFo = O. Due to

Assumption 1), the matrix HI has non-zero elements only in its L x L top right matrix.

This leads to two options to eliminate IEI, namely zero padding (ZP) and leading zeros (LZ)

methods [28].

2.2.1 Zero padding

One way to cancel IEI is zero padding which is realized by forcing the last L samples of the

transmit filters to be zero, r; has the form of r, = ( :zp ), where r.; is an !VI x 111 full

rank matrix, 0 is an L x M null matrix, and Go = Gzpis an M x P full row rank "fat"
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matrix by linear equalization, H 0 = H zp is a P x M full column rank Toeplitz "tall" matrix

given below,

h(O) 0 . . . 0

H o=Hzp =
h(L)

o

o o

h(O)

h(L)

(2.6)

The output block 5 (we have dropped (n) for the simplicity of the notation) is expressed as,

5zp = GzpHzpFzps + Gzpv.

2.2.2 Leading zeros and cyclic prefix

(2.7)

Another way of mitigating IEI is leading zeros (LZ) that is implemented by forcing the first

L filters of the receiver filterbank to be zero, i.e., Go is chosen such that Go = (0, G lz ) ,

where G lz is an M x M matrix, 0 is an M x L null matrix, and F o = F lz is a P x M full

column rank "tall" matrix, H 0 = Hi; is an M x P full row rank Toeplitz "fat" matrix given

by,

h(L)

o
H o = H lz =

o

The output block 5 is expressed as,

h(O) 0

o h(L)

o

o
h(O)

(2.8)

51z = GzzHzzFlzs + Glzv. (2.9)
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It can be shown that the popular technique of cyclic prefix which is employed in orthog

onal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and discrete multitone (DMT) transmission

schemes falls into the category of LZ schemes. In OFDM and DMT, a cyclic prefix is intro

duced at transmitter such that the last L out of M symbols in given block are transmitted

at both ends of the block. At the receiver, the cyclic prefix is removed by discarding the first

L received data. This can be described mathematically by,

F o = TepFep,

Go = GepRep,

where

_ (OLX(M-L) ILXL)T cp - ,

I MxM

Rep = (OMXL I MxM ),

and F ep and G ep are full rank M x M matrices. The received block can be written as,

Sep = GoHoFos + Gov

= GepRepHoTepFeps + GepRepv

= GcpHepF cps + GepRepv,

where H ep = RepHoT cp is an M x M circulant matrix with the following form,

(2.10)

Hcp=

h(O) h(L)

h(l) h(O)

h(L)

h(l)

h(L)

h(O)

(2.11)

If we let vep = Repv, then vep is a white Gaussian noise vector because Rep is row
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orthogonal. Therefore Eq (2.10) can be written,

Scp = GcpHcpFcps + Gcpvcp

11

(2.12)

Note that H cp is circulant and can be diagonalized by pre and post-multiplication with

M-point DFT and lOFT matrices [32],

DHcpD
H = D..H

= diag (H(ejO), H(e j2" /M ) , ... H(ej2,,(M - l )/M ) ) , (2.13)

L
where H denotes the Hermitian conjugate of a matrix, H(ej2"f ) = 'L,h(n)exp(-j27rfn)

n=O
corresponds to the channel frequency response for the jth sub-carrier, and D is a DFT

matrix with the k, nth element [D]kn = M(-l/2) exp(-j27rkn/M). If linear equalization is

used in the cyclic prefix (CP) transmission system, the precoder F cp and receiver G cp have

the following forms [32]:

For CP-OFDM,

and for DMT,

F cp = O!TD
H

G cp = D..R-OFDMD,

F cp = D
H

D..T

G cp = D..R-DMTD,

(2.14)

where D..R-OFDM and D..R-DMT are diagonal matrices determined by the linear equalization

strategy, O!T is a constant satisfying the prescribed transmitting power, D..T is a diagonal

matrix governing the power loading on different sub-carriers. The power loading algorithm

used in current DMT systems is the water filling algorithm which maximizes the information
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,,'

12

[d H D..~ ]1\
T\

Sub-channels beingdropped

Sub-channels beingused

Figure 2.2: Water-filling power loading

rate, the ith diagonal element of .6.T is,

{

/1] ~2
[.6.T]ii = V - [aHa!}],,'

0,

if ~'I 1] > V .~,

otherwise,
(215)

where [.6.T ]ii and [.6. H.6.j:j:];; are the ith diagonal element of.6.T and .6.H.6.j:j: respectively, and

1] is a constant chosen to satisfy the prescribed transmitting power. The diagram is shown

in Figure 2.2. If a sub-channel does not satisfy 1] - [a ~H] .. > 0, it is not allocated power
H H t~

and not used in the transmission. From Eq (2.14), the CP-OFDM system distributes power

uniformly to each sub-carrier, the corresponding power loading matrix is simply aTI. The

block diagram for the CP-OFDM and DMT transmission scheme are shown in Figure 2.3.

The CP-OFDM system can be regarded as a special case of a water-filling DMT system if

the channel is an ideal one.

It can be noted that from Eqs (2.7), (2.9), and (2.12), the input/output relationship

for zero padding, leading zero, and cyclic prefix share the same structure such that, S =

GHFs + Gv, where the sizes for the precoder F, channel H and receiver G matrices are

defined appropriately. The general diagram is shown in Figure 2.4. The thesis focuses on

the design of the minimum BER precoder for the systems employing zero padding and cyclic
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F=OH.6,

" T
sen)

Figure 2.3: CP-ODFM and DMT transmission scheme

yen)

! Output
L-_~

~(n)
~ Detector I---~GHF

sen)

Figure 2.4: General diagram of block transmission

prefix. In both cases the size of the precoder is M x M, and Hand G respectively take the

forms of H zp and G zp or H cp and G cp according to ZP or CP schemes.

2.3 Assumptions made in the thesis

In the thesis the following assumptions are made in addition to those already made on the

model in Section 2.1.

A4) Inter-block interference is eliminated by padding precoder zeros or adding a cyclic

prefix. The receiver can estimate the channel exactly, and inter-symbol interference

has been eliminated by zero forcing equalization. Therefore, the input/output relation

is simplified to,

s = s+Gv

=s+F-1Htv (2.16)
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where F is M x M full-rank matrix, G = (HF)I = F-1HI, I denotes pseudo

inverse. The conditions for the existence of zero-forcing equalization for ZP schemes

are satisfied if Assumptions AI), A2) and A3) are satisfied. An additional requirement

that H(ej2~k/M) f- 0, k E [0,M - 1] is needed for CP schemes [28].

A5) The transmitter knows the channel (such as in HDSL/ADSL applications), if it imple

ments the calculation of the MBER precoder.

A6) The transmitting signals are equi-probable binary phase shift keying (BPSK) or quadra

ture phase shift keying (QPSK), and the covariance matrix of transmitting blocks is

E{SSH} = I.

A7) The noise is zero-mean white and Gaussian, and in the complex case, its real and

imaginary parts are independent with the same covariance, E{ vvH } = 0-
2I.

A8) Threshold detection is applied at the equalizer output to form the detected symbols.



Chapter 3

The Design of Minimum BER

Precoder

This chapter studies the design of minimum BER precoders. In particular the following

problems are considered.

• Block bit error rate and its lower bound

• Analytic solution for MBER precoder and its validity

• The issue of dropping sub-channels and the corresponding MBER precoder

• Relationship between MBER and MMSE precoder

• MMSE power loading for DMT and the relationship between the CP-MBER precoder

and the standard DMT precoder

• The extra power needed to transmit the cyclic prefix for precoders of CP-MBER,

CP-OFDM and water filling DMT systems

15
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3.1 Block bit error rate

16

The block bit error rate Pe in this thesis is defined as the average bit error rate over all

possible transmitted blocks,

P, = E{Pe!s}, (3.1)

where Pels is the bit error rate for a given transmitted block B. Taking BPSK signals as an

example, to evaluate P; we let S be the set of all possible transmitting data vectors and Bj

be the jth data vector in the set, j E [1, 2M ], i.e.,

where

s = {Bl, B2, .•. , B2M}

Bl = [-1 -1 ... -1 _1]T, , " ,

B2 = [-1 -1 ... -1 +1]T, , " ,

B2M = [+1,+1, .. · ,+I,+ljT

(3.2)

The bit error rate Pe!Sj is the average of the weighted probabilities of having erroneous bits,

given that Bj is the transmitted data vector. Thus,

1 ( \Pe!Sj = M P(1 erroneous bit in Bj) + 2P(2 erroneous bits in Bj) + ... + MP(M erroneous bits in Bj) I

M

= ~ (~iP(i erroneous bits in Bj)), (3.3)
i=l

where Bj is the received block given that Bj is transmitted. Hence the average block bit error

rate for BPSK signals is

2M

t; = ~Pe!sjPsj'
j=1

(3.4)
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where PSi is the probability that Sj is transmitted. Since the transmitting signals are assumed

to be equi-probable (Section 2.3), therefore PSi = 2;'" Thus the block bit error rate P, in

Eq (3.4) can be written.

2M
1

t; = 2M L Pelsi'
j;j

(3.5)

It can be shown that under the assumptions made in Section 2.3, the block bit error rate

has the following form,

1 M ( 1 )
r, = 2M~ erfc V2(J2 [GGH]ii '

(3.6)

where erfcl-) is the complementary error function, erfc(x) = fi Loo e- t ' di, [GGHJ;i is the

ith diagonal entry of GGH
, M is the block size, and E{vvH } = (J2I. The full mathematical

derivation for P; is given in Appendix A.

In Figure 3.1, the BERs obtained by Eq (3.6) and by simulation respectively are com

pared. The triple (M, L, P) = (8,4,12). The simulation is done over 10,000 channel real

izations with 500 BPSK blocks each. The channel taps are first generated by independent

zero mean complex Gaussian variables with unit covariance, and then are normalized by the

norm. The plot suggests a good agreement between the theoretical formula of BER and the

simulation result. Thus the BERs presented in this thesis are evaluated using the theoretical

formula instead of by simulation.

3.2 Convexity of f(x) = erfc (~) at moderate to high

SNR and a lower bound of the BER

The block bit error rate P; contains a sum of the complementary error function which has the

form f(x) = erfc (v'2~'X)' where x is a continuous variable. We will show that f(x) is convex

for small values of x. Since erfc(x) = fi Jxoo e-t'dt, we have de~~(x) = - fie-x'. Therefore
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comparslcn ofanaly& simu. M;;4 l;;2 P=6
10'

~
~

2M 10-3
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SNR IndB

10 12 14

Figure 3.1: BERs by analytic evaluations and simulation

for f(x) = erfc (v2~2X)' we have 4fgl = J,c(20'2)-1[~ exp ( - (20'2)-lX-1) , hence,

d2f (x) 1 1 2 3 2 1 5
---'c-'c-'- = _(20'2t, exp (- (20' t1x-1) (- - + (20' r x-1)x-'. (3.7)

dx2 ..fi 2

From Eq (3.7), if x < 3~" then fj~~~Xl > O. Therefore f(x) = erfc C2~2x) is a convex

function for small values of x. In our application this condition actually corresponds to

moderate-to-high received SNR, as will be shown in Section 3.4. The property of convexity

is very desirable because any local optimum is also a global optimum. This observation

provides us with a direction to find a lower bound of the BER and develop a scheme for the

optimum design of the precoder under the criterion of minimum BER.

Since f(x) = erfc (V2~2J is convex for x < 3;2' a lower bound for the BER can be

found by applying Jensen's inequality in the region where the convexity holds. According to

Jensen's inequality [23] we have that

1M (1) ( 1 )- erfc 2': erfc 2 M
M ~ ~ )2~, ),,_, Xi

(3.8)
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and that equality in (3.8) holds when all Xi are equal, Vi E [1, MJ.

inequality (3.8), we have that

r; = 2~ ~erfC (J2a2[~GHJJ
1 ( 1 )> - erfc

- 2 J2:: 2::~l[GGHJii

1 ( 1 )- - erfc
- 2 j2a2(lr(G/: H

) )

~ P,

19

Setting Xi = [GGH];i in

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

and that equality in (3.9) holds if [GGHJii are equal, Vi E [1, M], and Pe in (3.11) is a lower

bound on Ps,

3.3 Design scheme for MBER precoders

In practical communication schemes, the transmitting power cannot be arbitrarily large,

and this imposes a constraint on the optimal precoder design. The transmitting power is

given by tr (E{Fos(Fos)H}) = tr (FoE{sSH}F~) = tr(FoF~), where we have used the

fact that the covariance matrix of the transmitted data R ss = E{SSH} = I by Assumption

A6). For ZP systems F o = (b) F, thus tr(FoF~) = tr(FF H). The transmitting power

in ZP systems equals the power needed in transmitting the data blocks. For CP systems,

r; = (O~~~~L) !LXL ) F, thus tr(FoF~) = tr(FF H) + 2::~M-L+l Idf, where i, is the

ith row in F. The transmitting power in CP systems equals the sum of the power needed

to transmit the data and the cyclic prefix. It is standard practice to define the transmitting

power as only the power required to transmit the data in the CP system [6J, [15], and [32],

without regard to the power needed to transmit the cyclic prefix. Therefore the transmitting

power constraint for both ZP and CP systems has the same form, tr(FF H
) :s: Po (see

Section 3.5 for further discussion), where Po is the maximum possible transmission power.
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The MBER precoder design problem can therefore be formulated as,

min P,
F

subject to tr(FF H) ~ Po.

20

Since Pe is a lower bound on Pe, minimum BER precoders can be designed by the following

two stages .

• Stage 1

Minimize the lower bound Pe subject to bound on the transmitting power and the

constraint that convexity is valid, i.e.,

min P,
F -

subject to tr(FF H) ~ Po

[GGH]ii < 3~2' Vi E [1, M]

• Stage 2

Show that a particular element from the solution set to Stage 1 achieves the minimized

lower bound for the BER.

These two steps are described in greater details below:

3.3.1 Stage 1: Minimizing the lower bound

Since the complementary error function erfcf-) is a monotonically decreasing function, one

can minimize the lower bound t, = ~erfc (,j 1 ) by maximizing (tr(GGH)r t ,
- 20-2 (tr(~H))

or, equivalently, minimizing tr(GGH). Recall Assumption A4) that ZF equalization is used,

i.e., G = F-1HI, therefore Stage 1 can be formulated as:

m)ntr(r1(HHHt1r H)
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subject to tr(FF H) :::: Po

[F-l(HHHt1F-H]ii < 3~2,Vi E [I,M]

21

(3.12)

where we have used the fact that GGH = F-1(HHHt1F-H

Problem (3.12) appears to be difficult to solve because it is not convex in F and includes

two constraints. We seek a reformulation which is easier to solve. If we reparameterize F as

F = A V, where V is unitary, then Stage 1 is equivalent to solve the following optimization

problem, which we will call Stage 1"

mintr(A-1QA-H)
A,v

subject to tr(AAH) :s Po

1
[VH A-1QA-HV]ii < -2,Vi E [I,M]

30'

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

where Q = (HHH)-l = WAWH. The optimal solution to F in Stage 1 can be obtained

from the optimal solution to Stage l' by Fstagel = AoptVopt. In Stage 1', A-1QA-H

in (3.13) and power constraint in (3.14) does not depend on V, therefore the solutions to

Stage l' can be developed by the following two steps.

• Step I: Solve the following problem for Aopt

mintr(A-1QA-H)
A

subject to tr(AAH):s Po·

• Step 2: Resolve V from constraint (3.15).

(3.16)

The design criterion in (3.16) in Step 1 is actually the mean square error (MSE) at the

receiver, and the set of precoders which minimize the MSE has been Obtained in [28] (Proof

is also included in Appendix D). The set of optimal matrices A is

A opt =
1

~WA4U,1
tr(M)

(3.17)
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where U is an arbitrary unitary matrix, and WAWH = (HHH)-l. For convenience, W

is chosen such that A is ordered in descending order.

To solve Step 2, we employ the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Given S = NrNH:::o: 0, SEC MXM,NNH = 1M, then

tr(S) ::::: M7, ¢=} 3R E C MXM, RRH = 1M, such that [RHSR]ii::::: 7.

Proof. The sufficiency part is straight forward due to the fact that the trace function is

invariant under the linear transformation by a unitary matrix. To show the necessity part,

we construct a candidate R. Let R = N D, then,

RHSR=DHrD.

Let dij denote the i, jth element of D and let Ii denote the ith diagonal element of I'. Then

[RHSR]ii = [DHrD]ii

= Lljldijl2
•

j

(3.18)

If all diagonal elements in I' are equal, any unitary matrix can be a candidate of D to satisfy

the necessity. On the other hand, if not all the diagonal elements of r are equal, then D

can be chosen as a normalized DFT, IDFT matrix or a normalized Hadamard matrix (if the

block size is power of 2). In that case Idi ,j l2 = JM. Therefore

1
[R

H
SR]ii = L Ij M

J

_ tr(S) < 7,
- M -

and hence R = N D satisfies the necessary condition. D

(Note that there may exist other choices for R satisfying the necessary condition.)

Now we can use Lemma 3.1 to resolve V. Matrices A-1QA-H and V in constraint (3.15)

correspond to Sand R in Lemma 3.1 respectively. Substituting A opt into A-1QA-H , we
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have,

A-lQA-H tr(A~)~t ~t = UHA~U
Po

=} tr(A-l QA-H ) _ (tr(A~))2
opt opt - -'---'--

Po

'" (3.

Depending on the values of (3 we have the following results:

23

(3.19)

eIf(3)3~2

There is no solution for V from Lemma 3.1, hence no solution for Stage l' or Stage 1.

eIf(3<5.f:,

There exist solutions for V from Lemma 3.1, and one of them is V = U H D. Recall

that F = AV, therefore one precoder F which minimizes the lower bound Pe in

Stage 1 is:

F stagel. = A opt V

~WAtUV
1

tr(A2)

1
~WA4D.

tr(A~)
(3.20)

By comparing the values (3 = (tr(,d))' to 3M, for a given channel and noise variance,
Po a

we can have an explicit test for the validity of Stage 1.

3.3.2 Stage 2: Reaching the minimized lower bound for the BER

We have had a solution for precoder F which minimizes the lower bound of BER Pe when

Stage 1 is valid. In that case, we go to Stage 2 to find a precoder which makes that

P, = Pe, i.e., which reaches the minimized lower bound for the BER.
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From Jensen's inequality, P; = Pe holds if [GGH]ii are equal, Vi E [1,M]. Plugging

F stage I =.J po i W A ~ D into GGH
, we get,

tr(A.)

~

where [DHAtD]ii is given by,

GGH = F-I(HHHtl F-H

l

= tr(A'i) DHAtD,
Po

l

[GGHli; = tr(A2) [DHAt D]ii,
Po

M

[ H 1 ] _" t l 12D A2Dii-LJ\ dij
j=l

1 M l

= MLAJ
j=l

l
tr(A2)
M'

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

and dij denotes the i, jth element in D, i, j E [1,M], and Aj is the jth diagonal element in

A. Eq (3.23) indicates the diagonal elements in GGH are equal, hence P; = Pi, i.e., the

minimized lower bound for the BER has been achieved.

Now we are ready to conclude that Fstagel given in Eq (3.20) is indeed aMBER precoder.

The optimal precoder and the minimized lower bound of BER are as follows,

F opt =./ Po WA~
tr(At) D

Pe,min = ~ erfc ( v'JiifiiO )
2 V2o-tr(At)·

(3.24)

(3.25)

For frequency selective channels, the matrix D can be chosen as a normalized DFT matrix

or a normalized Hadamard matrix (if the block size is power of 2). For an ideal channel it

can be any unitary matrix.
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3.4 Remarks

3.4.1 Validity of the MBER precoder

From Section 3.3.1, the analytic solution for the MBER precoder is valid iff

(.3.26)
Po

(tr(A~))2 M
-'----'-'-'-- :<::: 30-2'

We define the received SNR as the ratio of transmitting power and noise power. Since the

noise at receiver is P-dimensional, each dimension has power of 0-
2

, then the noise power is

P0-2. Therefore SNR can be expressed as:

SNR"'~
P0-2'

(3.27)

This definition of SNR is referred as standard SNR. A modified SNR will be defined later in

Section 3.5. Re-writing the inequality in (3.26), we have,

SNR> 3(tr(A~))2 ~SNR_ r....... o· (3.28)

The inequality in (3.28) indicates that the condition for the validity of the analytic solution

for the MBER precoder corresponds to moderate-to-high SNR. This condition can be ensured

by either increasing transmitting power to raise SNR or dropping sub-channels corresponding

to the largest values in A to lower the value of SNRo. Dropping sub-channels corresponds to

avoiding transmission on the 'low-gain' sub-channels, and re-allocating transmission power

among the surviving ones. As a result, dropping sub-channels decreases the block size

M. Although the denominator on the right side of (3.28) is also decreased, the numerator

decreases more rapidly, and therefore the value of SNRo diminishes. The process of dropping

channels stops when SNR > SNRo = 3tr~~)2 is satisfied, where A contains the remaining

eigen-values of (HHHt1
, and M is the new block size. The benefit of dropping sub-channels

is that the minimum BER precoder is guaranteed without violating the transmission power

budget, but the block size becomes smaller, thus transmission rate is lower (Assumption A6)
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that the bit loading is uniform). The sub-channel dropping scheme and the corresponding

MBER precoder design can be implemented by the following steps.

• Suppose that A is ordered in descending order of the magnitudes of the eigen-values,

and let M = M, A = A .

• First determine the new block size M:
(

') 23 tr(A") - - -
While S N R < " - K" set M = M - 1, and set the largest element in A to zero.

Since A is ordered, the largest element of A will be the first non-zero one.

• Then calculate the MBER precoder FMBER-DROP after dropping sub-channels:
_ ~ _ - -1

Form F DROP by removing the first M - M columns in matrix F predrop = ---EQ,-- W A 4,
tr(A ")

then calculate the MBER precoder after dropping sub-channels by FMBER-DROP =

FDROpD, where D is a DFT matrix of size M.

After dropping sub-channels, the optimal precoder FMBER-DROP is of size of M x lif, a tall

matrix, implying that of the M sub-channels, M - M + 1 sub-channels are dropped. The

value of SNRo determines when the dropping of sub-channels starts, thus it determines how

much of a trade-off is made between the bit error rate and transmission rate. If a certain
( I) 2

3 tr(A')
amount of SNR margin is desired, SNRo can be chosen as SNRo = p", - K" where

K, :::': 0 is the SNR margin. If K, = 0, SNRo becomes, SNRo = 3(tr~~))' corresponding to

Eq (3.28).

3.4.2 Relationship between MBER precoder and MMSE precoder

In the solution set for the MMSE precoders indicated in Eq (3.17), there is a unitary matrix

which can be chosen arbitrarily. Any unitary matrix such as a DCT matrix or an identity

matrix produces the same (minimum) MSE, but only those which satisfy the condition

in Lemma 3.1 provide minimum BER. Therefore, the MBER precoder is a special MMSE

precoder with a carefully chosen degree offreedom for it. In other words, the MBER precoder

is a MMSE precoder, however the reverse is not necessarily true.
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3.4.3 MBER precoders for ZP and CP
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The MBER precoder design scheme in Section 3.3 is applicable to both ZP and CP trans

mission schemes in which the precoder is a M x M full rank matrix. Both the ZP-MBER

and CP-MBER precoder have the same general formula F M BER = ./~w A~ D. For
V tr(A')

ZP systems the channel matrix H = H zp is a P x M tall Toeplitz matrix as indicated in

Eq (2.6). For CP systems the channel matrix H = H cp is a M x M circulant matrix as

in Eq (2.11). Recall that H cp can be diagonalized by pre and post multiplication by DFT

and IDFT matrices respectively, i.e., DHcpDH = l!..H, where l!..H is the channel frequency

response, i.e., l!..H = diag (H(ejO), H(ej2~/M), ... H(ej2~(M-1)/M)). Therefore one

form of the eigen-decomposition for (H~Hcp)-l is

(H HH )-1 = DH(l!..Hl!.. )-1 Dcpcp HH, (3.29)

the diagonal matrix (l!..~l!..H)-l contains the eigen-values of (H~Hcp)-l Of course we can

choose a permutation matrix P such that P(l!..~l!..Ht 1pH is ordered for the convenience

of dropping channels, thus the MBER precoder for CP systems can be written,

FCP-MBER = Po H
tr((l!..H1l!..ll)~) D P(l!..H1l!..HH)~pHD, (3.30)

where P is a permutation matrix such that P(l!..~l!..H)-lpH is ordered in descending order

of the inverse of the squared magnitudes of the channel frequency response.

From Eq (3.17), the set of MMSE precoders for CP systems can be expressed as,

FCP-MMSE = Po H
tr((l!..H1AHH)~) D (P(l!..H1l!..HH)~pH)U, (3.31)

where U is an arbitrary unitary matrix. If we choose U = I, the CP-MMSE precoder

becomes

FCP-MMSE-1 = D H
l!..MMSE, (3.32)
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Figure 3.2: MBER precoder for CP transmission scheme

~MMSE =
Po

tr((~Hl~Il)~) P(~I/~I/)~pH, (3.33)

is a diagonal matrix and is the MMSE power loading matrix. Comparing Eqs (3.33)

and (3.30), the CP-MBER precoder can be written as

FCP-MBER = DH~MMSED, (3.34)

which indicates that the CP-MBER precoder is related to standard DMT in that the diag

onal power loading matrix in standard DMT is replaced by a full matrix which consists of a

diagonal MMSE power loading matrix post-multiplied by a DFT matrix. The MMSE power

loading is less computational demanding and easier to implement than the water filling algo

rithm. The former is a linear function while the later is a non-linear function which may need

recursive trials to fit the limit of the transmitting power. The diagram of a CP transmission

system with MBER precoder is shown in Figure 3.2 where the receiver is determined by

zero-forcing equalization by Assumption A4), Gcp = (HcpFcp)-l = DH~M~sE~I/D. The

scheme between the two vertical dashed lines can be regarded as a DMT system with MMSE

power loading.
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3.5 Analytic evaluations and analyses
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In this section, we evaluate the BER performance of various ZP and CP precoders through

an ill-conditioned channel, a well-conditioned channel, and a set of randomly generated

channels. The transmitted power is normalized, i.e., Po = 1. The BERs are plotted versus

the standard SNR and modified SNR defined in Eqs (3.27) and (3.46) respectively.

For ZP precoders, comparisons are given among the precoders designed by the criteria

of MBER, MMSE, and maximum SNR [28], and the precoders corresponding to popular

transmission schemes such as (zero-padded) TDMA and (zero-padded) OFDM in which the

precoders are scaled identity and DFT matrix. As mentioned in Section 3.4, any unitary

matrix in the solution set for MMSE precoder provides the same minimum mean square

error, but not necessarily the same BERs. To illustrate that we choose the unitary matrix

to be an identity matrix and a DCT matrix. The precoders are expressed respectively as

following,

FZP-MBER =

FZP-MMSE-! =

1
~WA4D,1

tr(A2)

1
~WA4,

tr(A~)

(3.35)

(3.36)

Po 1
FZP-MMSE-DCT = , I 1 W A 4 U DCT,

tr(A2)

{P;
FZP-TDMA = V!iI,

{P;
FZP-OFDM = VliD,

(Il
FZP-SNR = Vtr(A) W A2,

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)

(3.40)

where WAWH = (HHH)-I, H is the tall Toeplitz matrix shown in Eq (2.6), D is the DFT

matrix, U D CT is a DOT matrix with the i, jth element [U DCT];,j = jF; cos(n(2i-;~;r2j-l)), i, j E

[I,M].

For OP transmission schemes, we examine the following precoders: MBER, !l/IIVISE,

OFDM, and water filling DMT. The unitary matrix in the MMSE design is chosen as an
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identity matrix. The precoders have the following forms.

F - I Po DHp( A -1 A -H)lpHD
CP-MBER - • (( -1 -H)l) '""H '""H 4 ,

tr aH aH a

F CP-OFDM = I!f§D H
,

FWF-DMT = D HaT,

FCP.MMSE.I = D H
a MM SE,
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(3.41)

(3.42)

(.3.43)

(3.44)

where a H is the channel frequency response indicated in Eq (2.13), D is the DFT matrix,

aMMSE is the MMSE power loading matrix shown in Eq (3.33), aT is the water filling power

loading matrix to maximize information rate, the ith diagonal element is shown in Eq (2.15).

We display it again:

{
V a"f 2'rJ- H' 1 > (T[aT]ii = [aHaH]" TJ [aHa~]ii
0, otherwise,

(3.45)

where [aT]ii and [aHa~]ii are the ith diagonal element of aT and aHa~ respectively,

and TJ is a constant to satisfy the prescribed power tr(aTa!J) = Po. If a subchannel does

not satisfy TJ - [aH~%]ii > 0, it is dropped and the block size is decreased. From Eq (3.45),

sub-channel dropping happens when the noise is strong or the magnitude of the frequency

response of the channel is small. For the fairness of comparison, the BER performances

are also evaluated for the MBER precoders (including ZP and CP) with the same block

sizes as water filling DMT. The MBER precoder after dropping sub-channels is obtained by

the design scheme described in Section 3.4 except that the first step is omitted by choosing

M = M D M T , where M D M T is the block size according to water filling DMT.

In Section 3.3 we have mentioned that extra power is required in transmitting cyclic

prefix in the CP systems. The extra power is Pextra = 2:f;;:M-LH Idf, where t, is the ith

row in F. It has been shown in Appendix C that the extra power for CP-OFDM, CP-MBER,

and water-filling DMT precoders is the same. The value is Pextra = Ltr°, which depends 011

the ratio of the length of cyclic prefix L and the block size M and the power transmitting
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the data block Po. To take into account of the extra power spent on the cyclic prefix, we

define a modified SNR as the total transmitting power, the power needed to transmit the

data block, Po, plus the power needed to transmit the cyclic prefix, Pex',,, divided by the

noise power,

SNRm. ~ Po +Pex',a
odlfied - P (J2

P + ",M Ho 6i=M-L+l fJi
p(J2

(3.46)

Because the ZP scheme does not spend any extra power, the SNR gain of the ZP-MBER

precoder over the CP-MBER precoder is 10 IOglO poCi,;'L) dB. The longer the delay of the

channel, the greater the SNR gain. Comparisons are given between ZP-MBER and CP

MBER precoders with and without dropping sub-channels based on standard SNR and

modified SNR will be used to demonstrate the SNR gain.

3.5.1 Example 1 - ill conditioned channel

In this example we consider a 3rd order channel with zeros at 0.7, 0.5 exp(j27f0.256),

0.3 exp(j27f0.141). The tap coefficients are 0.6121, -0.5331-0.4481j, 0.369j, 0.0513-0.0388j.

The triple (M, L, P) = (32,3,35). Figure 3.3 shows the amplitudes of the channel impulse

response and the magnitude of the frequency response of each sub-carrier (elements in C!..H)'

Although there are no nulls at the sub-carriers, weak frequency responses do occur at several

of the frequencies.

Figure 3.4 demonstrates the BER performance of the set of ZP precoders. The critical

point is SNRo = 11.13 dB in this example. From this figure we can see that when SNR:::o:

SNRo, the ZP-MBER precoder performs better than all other ZP precoders. As discussed

in Section 3.4, at low SNR when SNR ~ SNRo, we can use the technique of dropping

sub-channels to guarantee the minimum BER performance. Figure 3.5 shows the block sizes

of ZP-MBER at different SNR if the sub-channel dropping technique is used. Figure 3.6

shows the BER performances of ZP-MBER precoder with and without sub-channel dropping.
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At lower SNR the version of sub-channel dropping scheme performs better than the non

dropping scheme, but it has a smaller block size and hence a lower data rate. At moderate-to

high SNR, when SNR 2: SNRo, the process of dropping sub-channels stops, thus the BER

performance of the dropping sub-channels version is the same as that of the non-dropping

version.

To further analyze the BER performance, we examine the mean square errors at the

receiver, i.e., tr(GGH
) , and the diagonal elements of GGH for the precoders, For fairness

of comparison, we consider the SNR region in which all the precoders have the same block

size, i.e., the moderate-to-high SNR where the process of dropping sub-channels is not re

quired. The ZP-MBER, ZP-MMSE-I and ZP-MMSE-DCT precoders provide the same mean

square error which is minimum, as shown in Eq (3.47). The ZP-OFDM, ZP-TDMA and ZP

SNR precoders produce the same mean square error which is not minimum as indicated in

Eq (3.48):

H H H (tr(A~))2
tr(GG lzP-MBER = tr( GG )ZP-MMSE-I = tr(GG )ZP-MMSE-DCT = -'---'----'-"

Po
H H H Mtr(A)

tr(GG lzP-OFDM = tr(GG lzP-TDMA = tr(GG )ZP-SNR = --'---'
Po

(3.47)

(3.48)

The diagonal elements in GGH of the first group, the ZP-MBER, ZP-MMSE-I and ZP

MMSE-DCT precoders are shown in Figure 3.7, with the greatest fluctuations being observed

for the ZP-MMSE-I precoder. A little fluctuation is observed for the ZP-MMSE-DCT pre

coder and no fluctuation is observed for the ZP-MBER precoder (as expected). In the first

group, the ZP-MBER precoder performs best, and ZP-MMSE-DCT precoder better than

ZP-MMSE-I precoder. The diagonal elements of GGH of the second group, the ZP-OFDM,

ZP-TDMA and ZP-SNR precoders, are shown in Figure 3.8, with the greatest fluctuation

being observed for the ZP-OFDM precoder, a little fluctuation is observed for the ZP-TD!'vlA

precoder and no fluctuation is observed for the ZP-SNR precoder. So in the second group,

the ZP-SNR precoder gives better performance than both ZP-TDMA and ZP-OFDM pre

coder, and ZP-TDMA precoder better than ZP-OFDM precoder. Since the fluctuations of

the diagonal elements in GGH of ZP-TDMA precoder is not very large, its BER performance
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is close to that of ZP-SNR precoder. Both the ZP-MBER and ZP-SNR precoder have zero

fluctuations of the diagonal elements in GGH
, but ZP-MBER precoder performs better than

ZP-SNR precoder because the former has smaller mean square error. As predicted by the

theory the smaller the mean square error at the receiver and the smaller the fluctuations

of the diagonal elements of the auto-correlation receiver matrix, the better the BER per

formance. The MBER precoder has the minimum mean square error and zero fluctuations,

so it is the optimal precoder and produces minimum BER. It is also interesting to notice

that in this example ZP-TDMA and ZP-SNR precoder perform better than ZP-MMSE-I at

high SNR although the former two do not have minimum mean square error. The reason is

that the diagonal elements on GGH for the ZP-MMSE-I precoder vary substantially. This is

further testimony to the fact that minimum mean square error does not guarantee minimum

bit error rate.

We now examine the BER performance for the set of CP precoders. The block size

adjusted according to water filling algorithm at different SNR is plotted in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.12 shows the performance of the various CP precoders. It can be observed that the

CP-MBER precoder offers the best BER performance not only at moderate-to-high SNR,

but also at lower SNR if the technique of dropping sub-channels is used. The MMSE power

loading DMT performs better than both water filling DMT and CP-OFDM. Water filling

DMT does not perform better than CP-OFDM unless the bad sub-channels are dropped.

It is noted that the ith diagonal element for the power loading matrix is )7] - [.:1 ~HJ
H H U

for water filling DMT. On the other hand, for the CP-OFDM, each of the sub-channel is

allocated equal power, i.e., the ith diagonal element of the power loading matrix are all equal

to Vlf. From the MMSE precoder design in Eq (3.33), the ith diagonal element should be
1

proportional to ([.:1H~!i]J"4. Thus, it can be concluded that neither the water-filling DMT

nor the OFDM satisfies the MMSE criterion. The negative sign before the .. u: ", term

in )7] - [.:1H~!i]ii means that the direction of the channel dependence of water-filling DMT

is opposite to that for the MMSE design, whereas the OFDM design is independent of the

channel. It is therefore surmised that the OFDM design will have a lower mean square

error than water-filling DMT. This can be observed from Figure 3.9 which shows the mean

square errors produced by the CP-MBER-DROP and CP-OFDM precoders, and the DMT
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schemes with water filling and MMSE power loading. Compared with CP-OFDM, water

filling DMT has smaller mean square error at lower SNR due to dropping subchannels, but

larger MSE at moderate high SNR when sub-channel dropping is no longer required. The

mean square error provided by the CP-MBER-DROP precoder remains the minimum for the

whole range of SNR. Figure 3.10 shows the distributions of the diagonal elements of GGH

for the CP-MBER, CP-OFDM, MMSE power loaded DMT precoders (the GGH matrix

for these precoders is SNR independent). Figure 3.10 also shows the distributions of the

diagonal elements of GGH for the water-filling DMT precoder at S N R = 25 dB (in the

region of moderate-to-high SNR). The fluctuations of the diagonal elements of GGH for

the CP-OFDM and water filling DMT precoders are almost the same at moderate-to-high

SNR. However, as mentioned above, the CP-OFDM precoder has lower mean square error

than water filling DMT precoder, and therefore the CP-OFDM scheme provides better BER

performance than water filling DMT at moderate-to-high SNR.

The comparison between ZP-MBER and CP-MBER precoders with and without dropping

sub-channels, and water-filling DMT, based on the standard SNR defined in Eq (3.27) and

the modified SNR in Eq (3.46) are shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14, respectively. The SNR

gain of the ZP-MBER precoder over the CP-MBER precoder is 10 10glO(PO +L/Af) = 0.4 dB

in this example. Because of the different sub-channel dropping criteria for the precoders of

ZP-MBER, CP-MBER and water-filling DMT, their block sizes are different at the different

levels of SNR. For fair comparison, the BER performances of the ZP-MBER-DROP and

CP-MBER-DROP in the two figures are evaluated using the same block size as water-filling

DMT. The two figures show that the ZP-MBER/ZP-MBER-DROP precoders outperform

the CP-MBER/CP-MBER-DROP precoders, especially when the extra power used in the

CP transmission schemes is considered. This can explained by the CP transmission scheme

in which the signal is transmitted on the sub-carriers of the channel. If a sub-carrier has

poor frequency response or happens to be at a null of the channel frequency response, the

signal transmitted at that sub-carrier turns out to be very small or zero at the receiver,

making it very difficult to recover the original transmitted signal. The ZP scheme avoids the

problem by making the channel matrix a tall Toeplitz one. However it needs to calculate

the eigen-vectors of (HIfr,Hzp)-l for each different channel, while for the CP precoder the
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Figure 3.3: Impulse and frequency responses - ill-conditioned channel

eigen-vectors of (H":'Hcp)-l are merely the columns of an IDFT matrix, irrespective of the

channel.

3.5.2 Example 2 - well conditioned channel

In this example we consider a 4th order channel which is better conditioned than that in Ex

ample 1. The tap coefficients are {0.3038+0.2554i, 0.5056+0.5587i, 0.2855+0.0035i, 0.2834+

0.1843i, 0.2793 + 0.0305i}. The triple (M, L, P) = (32,4,36). The amplitudes of the chan-

nel impulse response and the magnitude of the frequency response of the sub-carriers are

shown in Figure 3.15. There are no nulls or near nulls at the sub-carriers, and hence fewer

sub channels are dropped by water-filling DMT than in Example 1. The block sizes in the

water-filling scheme are shown in Figure 3.17.

The BER performances of ZP and CP precoders are illustrated in Figures 3.16 to 3.19.

Similar observations to those in Example 1 are obtained, except that a smaller critical value of

SNRo (7.46 dB for ZP-MBER precoder) is achieved in this example. The BER improvement

of the MBER precoders over other designs is still considerable, but it is not as significant as

that in Example 1. The SNR gain of the ZP-MBER precoder over the CP-MBER precoder
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is 1010glO(PO + L/M) = 0.51 dB, a little larger than in Example 1 because of the higher

channel order, which means that more power has to be allocated to the cyclic-prefix portion

in the CP scheme compared to Example 1.

3.5.3 Example 3 - BER average over channels

Examples 1 and 2 reveal that the MBER precoder provides different BER improvements for

different channels. The more ill-conditioned the channel, the greater the BER improvement.

In real communication systems such as in wireless communications, good channels and bad

channels occur randomly, so we would like to investigate the average BERs over a number

of random channels. This example demonstrates the BER performance of the two sets of

precoders averaged over 500 random frequency-selective channels. The channel taps are gen

erated in the same way described in Section 3.1, i.e., they are first generated by independent

zero mean complex Gaussian variables with unit covariance, and then normalized by the

norm. The triple (M, L, P) = (16,4,20). The plots are shown in Figures 3.21 to 3.23. It

is observed that the average BER improvement offered by MBER precoder with or without
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sub-channel dropping is quite significant.
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Chapter 4

Optimal Unitary Matrix for Some

Classes of Precoder

In the solution set of some classes of precoder, there is a degree of freedom consisting of a

unitary matrix. Examples include the set of optimal precoder maximizing information rate

proposed in [28]. The solution set (derivation is also included in Appendix D) is F inra =

W<I>U under the assumption of the thesis in Section 2.3, where U is an arbitrary unitary

matrix, W AW H = (HHH)-I, and <I> is a diagonal matrix. Although different unitary

matrices provide the same maximized information rate, they provide different BERs when

ZF equalization and threshold detection are used at receiver. Inspired by the fact obtained

in Chapter 3 that a carefully chosen unitary matrix in the MMSE precoder would make it a

MBER precoder, we may ask if it is possible to choose the degree of freedom for the class of

precoder described above, such that it has one more optimality, the minimum BER, on the

basis of the one it originally designed for such as maximum information rate. The answer is

positive. This chapter presents a design scheme for choosing the unitary matrix to minimize

BER.

48
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4.1 Design objective formulation

We consider a set of precoders which have a general form of

F=AU, (4.1)

where U is an arbitrary unitary matrix, and A has been determined by some other per

formance criteria. Our goal is to find the optimal choice for U such that bit error rate is

minimized for ZF equalization and threshold detection.

Inserting F = AU into the formula for bit error rate in Eq (3.6), we have that

where

t; = 2~ ~erfc (J2cr2[r1(:HH)-lF H]J

1 ( 1 )-- erfc H
- 2M ~ J2cr2[UHA-1(HHH)-lA U];;

1 ( 1 )- - erfc
- 2M~ J2cr2[UHSrSHU]ii

1 ( 1 )- - erfc ,
- 2M ~ J2cr2[RHrRlii

sts" = A-1(HHH)-lA-H,

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

and R = SHU is a unitary matrix. From Eq (4.4), the bit error rate P; can be formulated

as a function of a unitary matrix R. The optimal U can be obtained from optimal R by

U opt = SRopt . (4.6)

From Eq (4.4), if r has the same entries, i.e. r = 'YI, where 'Y is a constant, the solu

tion for R is just an arbitrary unitary matrix. The solution for U is U = S, which is

also an arbitrary unitary matrix due to the non-uniqueness of the eigen-decomposition of
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A-1(HHH)-lA-H = S'""(lSH = '""(1. Here we consider a more general case where r '" '""(1,

i.e., it does not have the same entries. We study the design problem according to the convex

and non-convex regions of the BER function respectively.

4.2 The optimal unitary matrix in the convex region

ofBER

Following the design scheme in Chapter 3, we apply Jensen's inequality in the region where

the BER function is convex, i.e, [RHrR]ii < ~,

p > ~erfc (J C~(RHrR)Je - 2 20"2 M

= ~erfc (/ 2~~J2 ,20"",

'" P;

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

Equality in (4.7) holds if and only if [RHrR]ii are equal, Vi E [i, M]. Here P, is a lower

bound of Ps. From the discussion in Section 3.3, the validity of the solution for R depends on

the value of tr(r) which is a known value given a precoder class and the channel. According

to Lemma 1 in Section 3.3, if tr(r) < 3~2' one solution for R to reach the lower bound is

R = D, where D is a DFT, IDFT matrix, or a normalized Hadamard matrix if the block

size M is of power of 2. Therefore, if

an optimal U is given by

M
tr(r) < 30"2'

U opt = SR = SD.

(4.10)

(4.11)
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4.3 The optimal unitary matrix in the non-convex re-

gion of BER

In the region in which the bit error rate function is not convex, Jensen's inequality cannot be

applied. We now use the Lagrange multiplier technique to find the optimal unitary matrix.

We are going to construct the Lagrangian function, find the stationary points and pick up

the one that provides the global minima. Our design objective can be formulated as the

following constrained optimization problem,

min F;
R

subject to R H R = I. (412)

We omit the factor 2M
l in r; so minimizing r; is equivalent to minimizing Li erfc (J '\ ).

20"2[R rR]ii

The constraint in Eq (4.12) is (RHR-I) = O. Since (RHR-I) is Hermitian, the Lagrangian

function [18] is as follows:

J=:L:: erfc ( 1 )+tr(L(RHR-I))
i yh0'2[RHrRJi;

=:L:: erfc ( 1 )+tr((RHR-I)L)
i V20'2[RHrR]ii

where L, an M x M Hermitian matrix, is the Lagrange multiplier [18J.

4.3.1 The stationary points

(4.13)

A necessary condition for optimality in Eq (4.12) is that the precoder is at a stationary point

for the Lagrangian function in Eq (4.13). The optimal solution for the optimization problem

can be found among the stationary points of (4.13). In this section we are going to find

these stationary points by taking the first derivative of the Lagrangian function according to

R. We reformulate [RHrRJi; as the trace function of some matrix product by introducing

matrix E i , a matrix with zeros everywhere except for the iith element which is equal to 1.
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Hence [RHrR]ii can be written as,

[RHrRJ;; = e[RHrRei

= tr(RHrREi), (4.14)

where E, = eie[, ei is the ith column of identity matrix. From Appendix B, we have

OtT(R~::RE;) = I'R'E i , where R is complex, rand E; are symmetric, , represents complex

conjugate. Therefore, the first derivative of the Lagrangian function with respect to R has

the following form,

~RJ = 2::= - exp{-u-2 (t r (RHr REi)rl}(-~)[tr(RHrREiw~rR'Ei + R'L
u . 2u,

= 2::= kirR'e; + R'L,
i

where

ki = ~u exp ( - (2u2t r (R Hr R E i )r
1

) (tr(RHrREi)r~,

and ki is real. By setting gk = 0 , we have that

2::= kirR'E i +R'L = 0
i

==> 2::= kirREi + RL' = 0

==> rRK+RL'=O

==> L' = -RHrRK,

(4.15)

(4.16)
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where K is a real diagonal matrix with the ith diagonal element equal to ki . Suppose that

R can be written as,

Tn Tl2 ... Tlm

R=
T2l T22 T2m

Tml Tm2 ... Tm m

= (rl r2 ... r m )

where ri, i = 1,2, ... , m denotes the ith column in R. Expanding the right side of Eq (4.16),

we get,

L' =-

klr{'rrl

k2r!frrl

klr{'rr2

k2r!frrz

klr{'rrm

k2r!frrm

kmr;;.rrl kmr;;.rr2 kmr;;.rrm

Recalling that L is Hermitian, and ki is real, Vi E [1, M], we have

kirfrrj = (kjrfrril', i =1= j. (4.17)

Since rfrrj = (rfrri)', thus Eq (4.17) becomes (ki - kj)rfrrj = 0, which is equivalent

to,

ki = kj , i =1= j or

rfrrj = O.

(4.18)

(4.19)

From Eqs (4.14) and (4.15), k; is the function of [RHrRj;;. One solution to Eq (4.18) is that

all [RHr R]ii are equal, i E [1, M]. As discussed in Section 3.3, for all the diagonal elements

of RHrR to be equal, possible choices for R include the DFT and IDFT matrices, and the

normalized Hadamard matrix if the block size is of power of 2. To satisfy Eq (4.19), we need
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RHrR to be a diagonal matrix. Since r is diagonal, R can be a permutation matrix. So

the two solution sets for Rare,

R is a DFT, IDFT or normalized Hadamard matrix,

R is a permutation matrix.

(4.20)

(4.21)

The first solution set is actually the one obtained in Section 4.2, which is the optimal solution

in the convex region of the BER function.

From the solutions for R, we can get the solutions for the unitary matrix U in F = AU

by Eq (4.6), i.e., U = SR, where S is determined by Eq (4.5). Since the solutions for R

in (4.20) and (4.21) are proposed based on a general form of the class of precoder, we need

to examine a specific precoder in order to evaluate the performance of the solutions. Let's

consider the precoder which maximizes information rate mentioned at the beginning at the

chapter. Its solution is re-displayed as follows;

F info = W1>U, (4.22)

where U is an arbitrary unitary matrix, W AW H = (HHH)-I, 1> is a diagonal matrix with

the ith diagonal entry,

" I (PO + (72tr(A) )
'f'ii = 1 max - (72 A " 0M ttl'

(4.23)

and Aii is the ith diagonal entry of A. Comparing (4.22) with the general form of the

precoders in Eq (4.1), we have A = W1> in this example. Inserting A into Eq (4.5), we

have,

sts" = A-1(HHH)-lA-H

= 1>-lWHWAWHW1>-l

= 1>-2A. (424)
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Eq (4.24) indicates that the matrix A -l(HHHt 1A -H is diagonal. Therefore one possible

form for its eigen-vectors is S = I. The choice for U becomes:

U=SR=R

for the precoder to maximize information rate.

The BER performances are evaluated by,

1 M ( 1 )
t; = 2M ~erfc J2172[Fl;,io(HHH) IFinfo]ii '

(4.25)

where the unitary matrix U in Finfo is chosen as: a DFT matrix, an identity matrix I

which is a special permutation matrix, and the 90° rotation matrix of identity matrix which

is another permutation matrix. We consider the same two channels in Chapter 3, an ill

conditioned channel and a well-conditioned channel. The plots are illustrated in Figure 4.1

and 4.2 respectively. It can be observed that choosing U to be a DFT matrix is the optimal

choice at moderate-to-high SNR, while choosing U to be a permutation matrix is optimal

at low SNR. Further more, different permutation matrices produce the same BER. This

is expected if we examine the BER function in Eq (4.4) - the permutation matrix just

permutes the positions of the terms under the summation sign, but the sum remains the

same no matter how the terms are permutated. Again, the conditioning of the channel

affects the amount of BER improvement obtained by the optimal unitary matrix. The

BER performance improvement for an ill-conditioned channel is more significant than the

improvement for a well-conditioned channel.

4.4 Applications

Although the optimal design for the unitary matrix is proposed for systems which employ

zero-forcing equalization and have channel knowledge available, it can also be applied to

systems where MMSE equalization is used and the exact channel knowledge is not available.
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4.4.1 Precoder for unknown channel

In [19] an MMSE precoder based on zero-forcing equalization is designed under the as

sumption that the exact channel information is not available but that the second order
1

statistics are known. The optimal precoder has the form FMMSE = ~WA'U, where
tr(A')

E{(HHH)-I} = WAWH [19]. In such circumstances the optimal solutions for U discussed

in previous section are still applicable with the minor modification of replacing (HH H)-l

with E{(HHHt1
} . The optimal choice of U is U opt = SRopt ; the same formula as in pre

vious discussion with sts" = A-I (E{(HHHt1})A-H = AL Because A~ is diagonal,

S can be an identity matrix. Therefore, the solution for U in this case is U = R, as for

the precoder that maximized information rate. Simulation results are shown in Figure 4.3

and 4.4 where the triple (M, L, P) = (8,4,12), U is chosen as a DFT matrix and an identity

matrix respectively. The second order statistics of the channel are obtained by averaging

over 900,000 random channels. The channel taps are generated in the same way as in Sec

tion 3.1. The BERs are obtained by 20,000 channel realizations with 500 blocks each. It is

observed that choosing the unitary matrix U to be a DFT matrix is optimal at high SNR,

while the choice of identity matrix (a permutation matrix) is optimal at low SNR.

4.4.2 Precoder for MMSE equalizer

Optimal MMSE precoders based on MMSE equalization are studied in [28]. Under the as

sumptions of the thesis, the optimal precoder is F = W if>U, where U is an arbitrary unitary

matrix, if> is diagonal with the ith element determined by [if> ]ii = po+u
2t;(A) y;;;;- - (J2 Aii.

tr(A')

Figure 4.5 shows the BER performance for two choices of U - a DFT and an identity ma-

trix. The simulation results are obtained for 10,000 channel realizations with 500 blocks

each. Again, the channels are generated the same way as in Section 3.1. The triple

(M, L, P) = (8,4,12). The plot indicates that the DFT matrix offers BER improvement

at high SNR, as in the case that ZF equalization (ZFE) is used. This can be explained as

MMSE equalization approximates to ZFE at high SNR, so the optimal unitary matrix design

based on ZEF may improve the BER for MMSE equalization in high SNR region. It is also

observed that the two different choices of U provide almost the same performance at low
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Figure 4.5: Simulation about the optimal unitary matrix for MMSE equalization

SNR, this indicates that the design proposed for ZF equalization is not necessarily optimal

for MMSE equalization at low SNR. This is also expected since the MMSE equalization can

not be approximated as ZF equalization at low SNR.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

In this thesis the precoder which minimizes the BER of a block transmission system IS

derived. We assume that zero-forcing equalization and threshold detection are employed,

the channel is slowly-varying frequency-selective corrupted by additive Gaussian noise, and

the channel information is available at the transmitter. The transmitting signals are white.

Redundancy is introduced at the precoder to eliminate IBI by zero padding (ZP) or cyclic

prefix (CP) which are used in current OFDM and DMT systems.

An analytic solutions for the optimal precoder is derived in the region where the bit

error function is convex. The solutions are obtained by a two-stage design scheme: First,

find a lower bound on the BER is obtained by applying Jensen's inequality, then a certain

parameter in the precoder is chosen so that the minimized lower bound is achieved. The

condition for the validity of the analytic solution corresponds to moderate-to-high SNR

in the applications defined in the thesis. When the SNR is not sufficiently large we can

either increase the transmitting power or drop some bad sub-channels. A flexible scheme

for dropping channels based on the received SNR is suggested, and its implementation and

the corresponding MBER precoder design scheme are described. The optimal precoders are

discussed for both ZP and CP systems. The the CP transmission scheme with the MBER

precoder can be implemented as an extension of standard DMT with MMSE power loading

60
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plus pre multiplication by a DFT matrix at the transmitter and post multiplication by an

IDFT matrix at the receiver. The MMSE power loading scheme suggested in the thesis is

less computationally demanding than the water filling scheme used in standard DMT.

Evaluations and analyses of the BER performance justify the optimality of the optimal

designs. The BER improvement provided by the optimal precoders depends on the conditions

of the channel. The more ill-conditioned the channel, the greater the observed improvement.

This is promising since in practical transmission systems, such as wireless systems, good

channels are not always guaranteed. It is shown that the ZP-MBER precoder outperforms

the CP-MBER precoder especially when the extra power spent on transmitting the cyclic

prefix is considered. However, the ZP-MBER precoder demands more computational cost

on the eigen-decomposition of inverse of the auto-correlation of channel matrix than CP

MBER precoder. Despite the relative inferiority of the CP-MBER precoder to ZP-MBER.

precoder, the CP-MBER precoder is superior to water filling DMT and standard CP-OFDM

precoders, and it does not spend more transmitting power on the cyclic prefix than the

CP-OFDM precoder.

The design scheme for the MBER precoder reveals that the MBER precoder is an MMSE

precoder with a carefully chosen unitary matrix. Therefore, it can be concluded that min

imum mean square error does not guarantee minimum BER. Analyses of the BER perfor

mance indicate that the BERs depends on the level of the mean square error at receiver

and the spread of the diagonal elements in the auto-correlation matrix of the receiver. The

smaller the mean square error and the smaller the fluctuations of the diagonal elements,

the better the BER performance. The MBER precoder manages to reach the lowest mean

square error and has no fluctuations in the values of the diagonal elements. Hence, it offers

minimum BER.

From the fact that the MBER precoder is a MMSE precoder with a special choice of the

unitary matrix, the optimal unitary matrix which minimizes BER is designed for precoders

whose solution sets are characterized by a unitary matrix degree of freedom. The optimal

solutions for the unitary matrix are proposed according to the convex and non-convex region

of the BER function respectively. It is shown that the BER improvement obtained by choos

ing the optimal unitary matrix depends on the condition of the channel - more significant
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improvement is found in ill-conditioned channels than in good channels. The optimal design

can be applied to precoders for scenarios in which only the second-order statistics of the

channel are known and the scenarios of based on MMSE equalization (at high SNR only).

In the case of MMSE equalization some approximation is incorporated.

5.2 Future work

The criterion of optimal design studied in the thesis is minimum BER which is highly desired

in real communication systems. Based on the results obtained in the thesis, future work on

this topic might consider the following aspects.

5.2.1 The MBER precoder design in non-convex region of BER

function

The non-convex region of the BER function corresponds to lower SNR according to the

discussion in Section 3.4. We have proposed a way to design the MBER precoder at low

SNR - dropping enough bad sub-channels. The tradeoff incurred in this method is a smaller

block size and thus a lower transmission rate if the bit loading is constant. If the sub-channel

dropping technique is not preferred, one can use the standard Lagrange multiplier method

for MBER precoder design. Further study of this problem can be considered in future work.

5.2.2 Other equalization techniques

The MBER precoder in the thesis is designed for zero-forcing equalization and threshold

detection which offers a simple receiver structure. In real communication systems other

equalization methods such as MMSE, decision feedback, or maximum likelihood detection

may be used. Therefore it is desired to explore MBER precoder design for these equalization

techniques.

Maximum likelihood (ML) detection for block transmission can be expressed as

minlls - HFsl1
8ES

(5.1)
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where S is the set contains the whole transmitting blocks, S

81,82,'" ,82M are expressed by,

81 = [-1,-1, ,-l,-l]T

82 = [-1,-1, ,-l,+l]T

82M = [+1, +1"" ,+1, +lJT

63

{Sl,S2,'" ,82M}, and

Figure 5.1 shows the BERs of the ZP-MBER precoder if ZF equalization (ZFE) plus thresh

old detection and maximum likelihood detection is used at the receiver respectively. The

triple is chosen (M, L, P) = (4,2,6), and the simulation is done for BPSK signals over 10, 000

channel realizations with 500 blocks each. The simulation shows that the BER of the ZP

MBER precoder can be improved by employing Maximum likelihood (ML) detection (as

expected). This observation suggests another interesting question: Is the MBER precoder

designed in the thesis also the optimal one for maximum likelihood detection? If not what

is the optimal precoder for ML detection? Figure 5.2 shows the simulation of BERs using

ZP-MMSE-I, ZP-MBER and ZP-TDMA precoders and maximum likelihood detection. The

simulation environment is the same as in Figure 5.1. The plots indicate that different pre

coders do provide different BERs if ML detection is used, and that the ZP-TDMA precoder

performs even better than the MBER precoder derived in the thesis. Determining which

precoder minimizes the BER for ML detection is an interesting area of research which could

be explored in the future.

For MMSE equalization, the inter-symbol interference is not canceled completely, there

fore the evaluations of the block bit error may not be as simple as in the case of zero-forcing

equalization. Some approximation technique might be used to obtain the block bit error

function, then the MBER precoder design could be implemented by following the design

schemes proposed in the thesis. This research work is being considered by another graduate

student in the Advanced Signal Processing for Communications Group in the Department

of Electrical & Computer Engineering at McMaster University.
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5.2.3 Unknown channel

65

In some practical communication systems, the channel information may not be available at

transmitter. What is the MBER precoder under such circumstances? One possible criteria

might be to minimize E{ Fe} instead of Fe, and a sub-optimal design scheme can be described

as follows.

By applying Jensen's inequalities in the region where the BER function is convex, we

have,

E[F
e

] = 2~ ~E{ erfc C/2172[P-l(:HHl-lF HJJ}
1 ( 1 )>~ erfc

- 2M~ V2172[P-1E{(HHH) l}F HL,

1 ( 1 )> - erfc
- 2 V2'{;tr(p-1E{(HHH) l}F H)

(5.2)

(5.3)

From Jensen's inequalities, equality in (5.2) holds when (HH H)-l becomes deterministic,

equality in (5.3) holds when the diagonal elements in F-1E{(HHH)-1}F-H are equal.

The channel is random by assumption, and therefore the first equality is unlikely to hold.

Thus the lower bound may not be reachable in such design scheme, and the solution for

the precoder F will be sub-optimal. Are there any other methods to find the truly optimal

precoders if the channel is not known?

5.2.4 Some other aspects

• Multiuser systems

The MBER precoder design in the thesis is performed for a single user system. Ex

tensions to multiuser cases can be considered for future work. The optimal transceiver

design for multiple access using the MMSE criterion has been studied in [17]. Like in

the single user case, the minimum BER may not be guaranteed by minimum lVISE.

Therefore, minimum BER precoder or transceiver design for multiuser systems would
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be another very interesting problem to explore.

It Coded data

66

One of the assumptions made for the optimal design in the thesis is that the trans

mitting blocks are uncorrelated. This may not be true if the data is coded, such as by

convolutional coding. To tackle the problem, further study can be done by assuming

that E{ SSH} = Rss> where R" is a full matrix rather than the identity matrix.

• Space time coding

The algebraic structure of space time coding is very similar to that of preceding, but

the channel matrix H has more general form. One interesting research direction might

be to determine what is the space time coding scheme that minimizes BER?



Appendix A

Proof for Block Bit Error Rate

We consider the block transmission system under the assumption made in the thesis (Sec

tion 2.3). The equalized block can be expressed as, B = s + Gv, where s = [SI, S2,'" ,SM]T,

and B = [SI, S2,'" , sM]T denote size M transmitted and received signal blocks respectively.

Then the following three theorems about block bit error rate are in order.

Theorem A.I. For a given transmitting block s, the bit error rate Pels can be expressed as,

1 M 100 1 100

Pels = M ~ -00'" Z'i'" -00 PslsdB (A.1)

where M is the block size, zei is the region in which the ith bit is erroneously decided, Psis is

the conditional probability density function of B given s is transmitted.

For a simple case the block size is 2, M = 2, BPSK signal, s = [-1, -1]T, the theorem

states that

1 100100 100 100

Pels = "2 ( Psl.dB + PSI.dB) .
o -00 -00 0

Theorem A.2. The bit error rate Pels for a given transmitting block s is the same for any

form of s = [SI, S2,'" , SM]T, i.e. it does not depend on the combination of individual bits

in the transmitting block.

67
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Theorem A.3. The block bit error rate P; which is defined as as the average bit error rate

over all possible forms of the transmitting blocks is given by

M 1)__1_ '" erfc ( ,
r; - 2M ft J2(72[GG H ]ii

where E{vvH} = (72 I, [GGHl;; is the ith diagonal entry of GGH.

(A.2)

A.I Proof for Theorem 1

We employ induction for the proof. We observe the following simple fact.

Fact A.I. For a given transmitting block s, the sum of the probabilities of no wrong bit, one

wrong bit, ... , and M wrong bits in the received block s at the receiver is 1, i. e.

P(no wrong bit in sis) + P(l wrong bit in sis) + P(2 wrong bits in sis) + ...

+ P(M wrong bits in sis) = 1 (A.3)

The right side ofEq (A.3) can be expressed as the integral of the probability density function

over the whole region.

M

P(s = [SI,'" ,sMYls) + L P(s = [SI,'" ,Si,,'" ,sMYls)
il=l

M

+ L P(s=[sl,···,si"""si,,···,sMYls)+·.·
il=1,i2=1

il#i2

+
M

L P(s = [Si,,'" ,SiM_"'" , SM]Tls) + P(s = [SI,'" ,SM]T]S)
il,···,iM_l=l

ij ;6ik ,lfi,jE[l,M-1]-r...100

Psl.ds
J -00 -00

where Sk is the inverse of Sk, Sk = ±1, if Sk = 'f1, k = 1,2, ....
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Proof of Theorem 1. It can be easily shown that Eq (A.l) holds for M = 2.

Suppose s = [SI,S2]T, where s, = +1 or -1,i = 1,2, then the bit error rate for a given s

is,

Pels = ~ (P(s = [SI, S2]Tls) + P(S = [SI, S2]Tls) + 2P(s = [SI, S2JTls))

= Hll +11 +211 Pill sdl2ds1)
Zel Zd2 Zdl Ze2 ZCl Ze2

= ~((l,I:+1:l,)Pillsds'2dsl)

where Zdi and zei are regions in which the ith bit in the block is correctly and erroneously

detected respectively, and Zdi U zei = (-00,00).

Suppose that Eq (A.l) holds for M > 2, i.e.,

1 M 100 1 100

Pels = - L ... ... Pillsds
M i=l -00 ZCi -00

The left side of Eq (A.4) can also be expressed as

(A.4)

Pels = ~ (P(1 wrong bit Is) + 2P(2 wrong bits Is) + ... + M P(M wrong bits Is))
1 M M

= M (L P(s = [SI,'" ,Si,,'" ,SM]Tls) + 2 L P(s = [SI"" ,Sill'" ,Si,,'" ,su]Tls)
il=l il,i2=1

il~i2

+ ...

+ (M -1)
M

L
il,''',iM_l=l

ij#ik,'Vj,kE[l,M-1]

P(s = [Si,,'" ,SiM_ll'" ,SMJTls) + M P(S = [SI'" . ,si\f]Tls)).

For block size of (M + 1), s = [SI,'" ,SM, SM+lJT = [S6, SM+lJT, where So is a block of size

M containing the first M-bits. The bit error for a block whose size is (M + 1) can be written

as,

Pels = '" 1, 1 (P(1 wrong bit in sis) + 2P(2 wrong bits in sis) + ...
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+ MP(M wrong bits in sis) + (M + l)P(M + 1 wrong bits in sis))

= .,1
. (P(l wrong bit in sO, 8M+! = sM+!ls) + P(O wrong bits in So, 8M+l = sM+!ls)

+ 2(P(2 wrong bits in so, 8M+l = sM+!ls) + P(l wrong bit in so, 8M+l = sM+!ls))

+ M[P(M wrong bits in sO, 8M+! = sM+!ls) + P(M - 1 wrong bit in SO, 8M+! = sM+!ls)

+ (M + l)[P(M wrong bits in sO, 8M+! = SM+lls)])

= ..1 . ({P(l wrong bit in sO, 8M+! = sM+!ls) + 2P(2 wrong bits in SO, 8M+! = sM+lls)

... + MP(M wrong bits in sO, 8M+! = sM+!ls)}

+ {P(l wrong bit in sO, 8M+! = SM+lls) + ...

+ (M -l)P(M -1 wrong bit in sO, 8M+! = sM+!ls)

+ MP(M wrong bits in sO, 8M+! = sM+!ls)}

+ {P(O wrong bits in so, 8M+! =sM+!ls) +P(I wrong bits in so, 8M+! =sM+!ls)

+ ... + P(M wrong bits in so, 8M+l = SM+!ls)})

= ..
1

. (~1:...1., .. ·1: LM+l PS]8dH~i: .. '1., .. ·1:1.
M

+
1

Pslsds

+1:···1:1.
M

+
1
PSI.ds)

= .,
1

1ct100

•• -1 .. -100 100

Psl8dH 100

•• -100 1 PSI.ds)+ i=l -00 Zei -00 -00 -00 -00 zeM+l

1 M+!1°O 1 100 100

= - - (tt -00··· z,,··· -00 -00 Psl.ds)

Therefore Theorem A.I holds for any block size.

D
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A.2 Proof for Theorem 2

Proof of Theorem 2. For a given the transmitted block s, the output block s is Gaussian

distributed with the conditional probability density function,

Psis = (27f)-l'f\CI- t exp ( - ~(s - S)TC-1 (s - s)), (A.5)

(A.6)

where C is the covariance matrix. For a M-dimension block, the transmitting block s =

[51,52,'" ,5M]T has 2M different forms. From Theorem A.l the bit error rate for a given

transmitted block sis,

1 M 100 00
Pels = M (~ -00'" L... [00 PSlsds)

= ~ (I:. [00 ...1".100

(27ftl'fICl-t exp ( - ~(s - sJTc-1(s - s))ds)
2=1 00 Zei -00 2

1 M 100

= M(27f)l'fIClt ~ -00'" L...[: exp (- ~(s - sJTc-1(s - s))ds

1 M 100

= M(27f)l'fIClt L _ ... j ...100

eXP(--21yTC-1y)dY,
t=1 00 ZYi -00

where y = s- S, ZYi is the region corresponding to zei via the transformation Yi = Si - Si, i E

[I,M].

There are two possible values for the ith bit in the block, 5i = +1 and s, = -1. Let's

examine the integral under the summation sign in Eq (A.6) for these two values of Si'

For e, = -1,

ds, = l =100 ···1 ...100

exp(-~yTC-1Y)dY
-00 . ZYi -00 2

100 100 100
1= ... ... exp(--yTC-1y)dy

-00 1 -00 2
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For s, = 1,

100 1-1 100
1ds,=-1 = ... ... eXP(-"2yTC-ly)dy

-00 -00 -00

1- 00 11 1-00
1= exp( _-ZTC - l z )d(-z)

00 00 00 2

100 1-1 100
1= '" ... exp(--zTC-lz)d(z)

-00 -00 -00 2

= dSi = l

72

Thus the integral under the summation sign in Eq (A.6) is the same regardless of the value

of s., so Pels is the same for any form of s = [Bl, B2,'" ,BMY. Therefore, Theorem A.2

holds.

A.3 Proof for Theorem 3

o

Proof of Theorem 3. The average block bit error rate P; is the average of bit error rate over

all possible transmitting blocks. From Theorem A.2, the bit error rate is the same for any

form of s = [Bl, B2,'" , SMY, then the block bit error rate P; is equal to Pels for an arbitrary

s, we take s an all -1 block, s = [-1, -1,··· , _l]T, for convenience.

1 M 100 1 100

1P; = MIL······ exp(--yTC- ly)dy

M(21f)TICI' i=1 -00 Zy, -00 2

1 /,00100 100 100

/,00 100 100 100

/,00= M l( '" + ... + ... + ... )
M(21f)TjCI' 1 -00 -00 -00 1 -00 -00 -00 1

1 _
eXP(-"2y TC ly)dy

1 /,00100 100

( 1 T 1 ( 1 TTl= MI'" exp( --2Y C- y) + exp -"2 Y P2 1C- P 2,IY)
M(21f)TICI' 1 -00 -00 '

( 1 TpT C-l) ( 1 T T c:' ))+ exp -"2Y 3,1 P3,IY + ... + exp -"2Y P M,1 P M,IY dYM'" dYl

(A.7)
M

= Lti
i=l

(A.S)
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where Zy, E (1, (0), and

t, _ 1 /,00 JOO JOO 1
,- M(27r)¥ICI~ 1 -00'" -00 exp(-zyTP[IC-IPi,ly)dy.

73

(A.9)

Here P i ,1 is the permutation matrix with ith column and the first column of identity matrix

interchanged,

Pi,l = [eile2,'" ,ei-l, el, ei+l,'" ,eM]

where ej is the jth column of the M x M identity matrix, j E [1, M]. Pre-multiplication of

Pi,l to vector y permutates the positions of Yi and Yl in y.

e..

Yl

Yi

Yi

Yl

YM I \ YM

Suppose c:' is expressed by another matrix R,

rn r12 ... rIM

R= C-1 =
r21 r22 r2M

ru: rM2 ... rMM

Therefore yTC-1y = yTRy. We expand the right side of the equation,

(Yl Y2 ... YM)

rn r12

r21 r22

rIM r2M

rIM

r2M

rMM

Yl

Y2

YM
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= (Yl yf) (r
n

r
12)

( Yl )
r2l R 22 Y2

= Yl (rn - r12R22lr2l)Yl + (Y2 + R22lr21Yl)TR 22(Y2 + R22lr21Yl)

= yi(rn - r12R22lr2l) + (Y2 + R22l r21Yl)TR 22(Y2 + R;;}r21Yl),

where Y2 = [Y2,"', YM]T . Using the following facts [12],

1
00 100 1 1-00'" -00 exp (- "2(X - D?B(X - D))dX = (21T)

n j 21B P ,

74

IRI=
rn r12

r2l R 22
= IRdlrn - r12R22lr2ll = Ir~ll(rn - r12R22lr21), (A.I0)

where [rill is the cofactor of rn in R, and IrfJl = IR22[, the first term in the summation of

Eq (A.7) can be evaluated as,

1 Joo 1
00

1
00

1t l = M 1 .. , exp(--yTC-ly)dy
M(21T)2ICI2 1 -00 -00 2

IRI~ 100
1

00
1

00
= M(21T)¥ 1 -00"'-00

exp ( - ~ (y£(rn - r12R22lr2l) + (Y2 + R2lr21Yl?RdY2 + R 2lr21Yl)) ) dY2dYl

IR[ ~ ( M-l 1_1 JOO ( 1 2 -1)= M 21T) 2 IR22 2 exp - -2Yl (rn - r12.R22 r21) dYl
M(21T) 2 1

1 ( -1)1100 ( 1 2( -1)= 1 rn - r12R22 r2l 2 exp - -Yl rn - r12.R22 r2l) dYl
M(21T) 2 1 2

= 2~ erfc (

= 2~ erfc (

= 2~ erfc (

(rn - rl~R22lr21))

IR[ )
21R221

IRI)
21 r hl '
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where Tj\ is the cofactor of "n in R. To evaluate other terms t2, •.. ,tM in the right side of

Eq (A.7), we examination of P[l0-1Pi,l first,

P[lO-lpi,l = P[lRPi,l

Til Ti2

Tn T22

Tn T12

TMI TM2

Iii Tn

ru 122

IIi 112

r«

r2i

IIi

TMi

Til

Til

Tn

TiM

TiM

TIM

TMM

TiM

TiM

TIM

P i1

TMi TM2 '" TMI ... TMM

( r« T12i )

r21i R 22i

T22 ... Til '" TiM

]R22i l = det T12 ... Tn " . TIM

TM2 TMI TMM

= IPIi-lP[i-l ... pl-2,i-lRfiPi-2,i-l ... P2,i-lPl,i-11

= IRfil,

where Rfi is the cofactor of Tii in R. Therefore the t., i 2': 2, is calculated by

1 100100 100

1t. = ... exp(--yTp T 0-1P·1y)dyz .M", __ ,1 2 z,l Z,

1 -00 -00
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= 2~ erfc (

= 2~ erfc (

= 2~ erfc (

(Tii - r12~R22~r21i))

IRI )
21~2d

~~~l),
where Tfi is the cofactor of ru in R. By plugging the ii, i E [1, M] into Eq (A.8), we have,

M

Pe=L:>
i=l

1 M (.f IR1)
= 2M~ erfc y 21 Tfil

= 2~ ~ erfc ( J2[~]J (A.ll)

where we have used Cramer's Rule. Next let's evaluate the covariance matrix C. Suppose

the noise, receiver G and received block S can be expressed as follows,

v = V re + J1Vim

G = G re + jGim

S = s-, + jSim

where sre and Sim are the real and imaginary parts of the received block, Vee and Vim are

independent zero-mean real Gaussian noises with the same covariance (J2 I, G re and Gim

are real matrices. For BPSK signals the detection at receiver is made on the real part of

the received block sre. From sre = s + Grev re - GimVim, we have sre ~ N(s, (J2(GeeG;:e +

GimG[m)). Thus the covariance matrix C for BPSK is:

C = (J2(GreG;e + GimG[m)

= (J2(GGH )

(A.12)

(A.13)
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For QPSK signals, the transmitting block S can be expressed as S = Sre + is-«, where the

real part Sre and imaginary part Sim are BPSK signals. The received block is,

Sre = Sre + Grevre - GimVim

Sim = Sim + GreVim + Gimvre

(A.14)

(A.15)

The detection of QPSK signals is performed on the real part and imaginary part of the

received blocks independently, the block bit error rate for a transmitted block S is calculated

by the average over that of real part and imaginary part, i.e. Pels = HPel s" + Pels'm). From

Eqs (A.14) and (A.15), the received real and imaginary parts are both Gaussian distributed,

sre ~ N(Sre, (GreG;e + GimGfm)u2
), and Sim ~ N(Sim, (GreG;e + GimGfm)u2

) . They

have the same covariance matrix which is also the same as in Eq (A.12) when the transmitting

signals are BPSK. Because Sre and Sim are both BPSK signals, the bit error rate for the real

part and imaginary part are the same, PelsT, = Pels,m' Therefore the block bit error rate for

QPSK becomes P; = Pe(srelsre) = Pe(simlsim)' Insetting Eq (A.13) into Eq (A.H), we can

concluded that the block bit error rate for BPSK and QPSK obeys the same formula:

M 1)
- _1_"" erfc ( H]

r; - 2M '8. V2U2[GG ii

where [GGHJii denotes the ith diagonal entry of GGH. D



Appendix B

Some Derivatives with Respect to a

Complex Matrix

In this section, we derive the derivatives of some trace functions with respect to a complex

matrix. The formula for the derivatives of trace functions with respect to a real matrix

can be found in many references; eg, [3], [11], [12] and [20]. In the derivation, we follow

the definition of differentiation with respect to a complex matrix given in [21] which can be

expressed as follows:

Suppose cP(X) is a function of complex matrix X, and X = Xl + jX 2, where X I and

X are real then a4>(X) - 1(a4>(x) - J' 84>(X))
2 , 8X - 2 ax 1 ax 2 •

We are going to derive 8tr(X;:xB). In this case cP(X) = tr(XHAXB), and A and B

are real matrices, and X is complex. Inserting X = Xl + jX2 into cP(X), we have

cP(X) = tr((XI - jXDA(X1+ jX2)B)

= tr(XIAX1B - jXIAX1B +XIAX2B +jXIAX2B)

= tr(XIAXIB + XIAX2B) + jtr(XIAX2B - jXIAXIB). (B.l)

Since the real part and imaginary part in the right side of Eq (B.l) are the trace function

of real matrices, we can use the formula of the derivative of the trace with respect to a real

78
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matrix [3], [11], [12] and [20], Therefore,

o¢(X) = AX B + ATX B T - J'(XTA)TB T +J'AX BoX1 1 1 2 2

= AX1B+ATX1BT -jATX
2B

T +jAX2B,

O¢(X) = AX B + ATX B T -J'AX B+J'(XTA)TBT
~ -- 2 2 1 1

= AX2B + ATX
2B

T - jAX1B + jATX1BT,

Hence,

o¢(X) _ j0cP(X) = 2AX1B _ 2jATX
2B

T,
oX1 oX 2

and finally,

otr(XHAXB) = AX1B-jATX
2B

T,



Appendix C

The Extra Power for CP System

From the discussion in Section 3.3, the extra power used to transmit the cyclic prefix is

Pextra = 2:;;;:M-L+l Idf, where i, is the ith row in F. We will show that the extra

power for CP-OFDM, CP-MBER and water-filling DMT precoders are the same, the value

is Pextra = L;;o; a constant which depends on the ratio of the length of cyclic prefix L and the

block size M and the power transmitting the data block Po.

C.l The extra power for CP-OFDM precoder

Because the CP-OFDM precoder is a scaled unitary matrix, i.e. FCP-OFDM = /If!fD H
, it is

easy to see that the extra power for CP-OFDM precoder is Pextra-OFDM = L;;o.

C.2 The extra power for CP-MBER precoder

From Eq (3.30), the CP-MBER precoder is

FCP-MBER = Po H
tr((A16.jl)~) D P(D.."i/D.."i/)tpHD.

80
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Therefore the ith diagonal element of FCP-MBERFgp_MBER is,

81

[FCP-MBERFgp_MBER]ii = (( _~D -H)l' [DHp(t:.."i/t:..If)~pHDDHp(t:..i/t:..i/)~pHD]ii
tr t:..H t:..H 2

= Po [DHp(t:..-lt:..-H)~pHD]"
tr((t:..;:/t:..;:;.H)~) H H "

M

= tr((t:..;~i/)t) ~[P(t:..I?t:..;:t)~PH]jjldijI2 (C.l)

where [P(t:..;:/ t:..il) ~ pH]jj is the jthe diagonal element in P(t:..i/ t:..il) te", and dij is the

i,jth element in D. Recall that Idij l2 = ia. Therefore, Eq (C.l) becomes

Po tr((t:..i/t:..I;.H)t)
[FCP-MBERFgp_MBER];; = tr(P(t:..i/t:..HH)~pH) M

Po tr ((t:..I/ t:..I/l ~)
tr((t:..I/t:..;:llt) M
Po
M

Hence, the extra power to transmit cyclic prefix for CP-MBER precoder is

M

Pextra-CPMBER = L [FCP-MBERFgp_MBER]ii
i~M-L+l

Lpo

M

That is, the extra power for CP-MBER precoder is Pextra-CPMBER = LJ:ro.

(C.2)

C.3 The extra power for water-filling DMT precoder

From Eq (3.43), the water-filling DMT precoder is

FWF-DMT = D Ht:..T
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where [~T]ii takes the form in Eq (3.45). The ith diagonal element of FWF-DMTF{;(;F_DMT is,

[FWF-DMTF{;(;F_DMT]ii = [DH ~T~!f.D]ii
M

= ~)~T~!f.]jjldijI2
j=l

tr(~T~!f.)

M
Po
M

The extra power for water-filling DMT is

M

Pext,&-DMT = ~ [FWF-DMTF{;(;F_DMT]ii
i=M-L+l

Lpo
M·

Therefore the extra power for water-filling DMT is Pext,,-DMT = r:ro .

(C.3)



Appendix D

Proof of (3.17) and (4.22)

Eqs (3.17) and (4.22) are the solutions for the precoders based on the criteria of MlVISE and

maximum information rate respectively. The derivations can be found in [28] and [27]. For

the completeness of the thesis, we include the derivations in this appendix.

D.l Proof of (3.17)

Proof. The constraint optimization problem is:

mintr(A-IQA-H)
A

subject to tr(AAH):s: PO.

where Q = (HHH)-I. We construct the Lagrangian function:

J = tr(A-IQA-H) +J1(tr(AAH) - po),

= tr(B-IQ) +J1(tr(B) - po),

where J1 is the Lagrangian multiplier, and

B=AAH.

83

(D.1)

(D.2)

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D.5)
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By taking the first derivative of the Lagrangian function with respect to Band J.!, we have,

oj = -(B-1QB-1f + J.!I
oB
oj )
- = tr(B - Po
oJ.!

Setting Eqs (D.6) and (D.7) to zero, we have,

-(B-1QB-1f + J.!I = 0

tr(B) - Po = 0

(D.6)

(D.7)

(D.8)

(D.9)

Recall that Q is Hermitian, its eigen-decomposition has the form Q = W AW H
. Therefore

Eq (D.8) becomes,

WAWH =J.!B2

= WA~WH =-JiiB
1= tr(A2) = -Jiitr(B)

(D.lO)

(D.ll)

1

From Eq (D.9) and (D.ll), we have !jj = tr(M) From Eq (D.lO), we have B =v'" Po
1 H 1

~W A'W . From Eq (D.5), the solution for A is A = B: N, where N is an ar
tr(A'l

bitrary unitary matrix. Hence,

A= ~WAtWHN
1

tr(A2)

1
~WA4U

tr(A~)

where U = W H N is an arbitrary unitary matrix.

(In the derivation we have assumed that the matrices in Eq (D.4) are real, however the

same result holds for complex case; the proof is omitted here.) 0
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D.2 Proof of (4.22)

Proof. Consider a vector model s = GHu+Gv, the normalized (per input symbol) mutual

information, flu; s), between any block u of P channel input symbols and the corresponding

block s of M receiver output symbols is maximized when u is Gaussian, and is given by [27],

flu; s) = ~ log21(f + (GHl(GRvv GH)-l(GH)) Ruul· (D.12)

In this case u = Fs, therefore Ruu = FRssFH = FFH
. From the assumptions of the

thesis, we have Rvv = (]"2I, and GHF = I, therefore Eq (D.12) becomes,

f(u;s) = ~log2lI + (]"-2 H H H F F H I· (D.13)

Suppose the singular decomposition of F can be written F = MiJ!NH, where M, N are

unitary, iJ! is diagonal. From Q = (HHH)-l = WAWH, we have HHH = WA- 1WH

Inserting HHHand F into Eq (D.13), we have,

flu; s) = ~ log21I + (]"-2WA-lWHMiJ!iJ!HMHI. (D.14)

The matrix product W H M is another unitary matrix, we denote it as P, i.e., W H M = P.

Hence Eq (D.14) can be further written as,

flu; s) = ~ log21I + (]"-2MpHA-1piJ!iJ!HMHI

1= P log2 II + (]"-2pHA-IpiJ!iJ!H I. (D.15)

According to Hadamard's inequality, to maximize the determinant in the right side of

Eq (D.15), matrix pHA-1piJ!iJ!H must be diagonal. Since A-I and iJ!iJ!H are both diagonal,

P must be a permutation matrix. For simplicity, we choose P = I, therefore

M=WH (D.16)
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Then Eq (D.15) becomes,

1
I(u;s) = plog2II+0--2A-l;p;pHI.

86

Considering the power constraint tr(FF H) = tr( ;p;pH) :::: Po, the optimization problem is,

1
m/x P log211 + 0--2A -1;p;pH 1

subject to tr(;p;pH) :::: Po.

We construct the Lagrangian function as follows:

1
J = P log211 + 0--2A -1;pq,HI - It (tr( ;p;pH) - Po)

_ 1 M 11>IJi M 2
- P 2)og2 (1+~) -1t(2: 11>lii - po),

i=l a n i=l

(D.17)

where It is the Lagrangian multiplier. Taking the partial derivatives of the Lagrangian with

respect to 11>IJi , we get,

oj log2(e) 1
--= ---It
ol1>IJi P(l + 1</>11i ) 0-2 Aii

0"2 x«

By setting Eq (D.18) to zero, we get,

log2(e) _ 0-2Aii.
11>IJi = Pit

By the constraint of the power, 2:;:::1 11>IJi = Po, and Eq (D.19), we obtain,

log2(e) _ Po + 0-2tr(A)
Pit - M

From Eqs (D.19) and (D.20), we have

[1>17i = Po + 0-2tr(A)
M

- 0-2 A....

(D.18)

(D.19)

(D.20)

(D.21)
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Po + (72tr(A)
===> <Pii = \/ max{ u - (72 .Aii, o}

87

(D.22)

From Eq (D.16), we have F = WcI>NH
, where the unitary matrix N H is a degree of

freedom; any unitary matrix satisfies the condition of maximum mutual information I (u; 8)

in Eq (D.13). Denote N H as U, where U is an arbitrary unitary matrix, therefore the

solution for F is,

F = WcI>U

where the ith diagonal element of cI> is determined by Eq (D.22).

(D.23)

D
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